INTERROGATING RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN THE U.S. + ABROAD

Dr. Thomas Borchert
Department of Religion, UVM
CAS Full Professor Lecture,
“Bloody Amulets and Punitive Disrobing: The Legal Environment Governing Monks in Contemporary Thailand”
Waterman Lounge

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 3
4:30 PM

Dr. Winnifred Sullivan
Professor of Religious Studies and Affiliate Professor of Law, Indiana University
“Banning Bibles: Death-Qualifying a Jury”
Stafford 101

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 11
4:30 PM

Dr. Elizabeth Shakman Hurd
Professor of Politics, Northwestern University
“Religion and Politics after Religious Freedom”
Waterman 427

FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 2
3:30 PM

Dr. Jolyon Thomas
Assistant Professor of Religion, University of Pennsylvania
“Faking Liberties: Religious Freedom in American-Occupied Japan”
Lintilhac Seminar in Asian Studies
Aiken Center 102

SUPPORT FOR THE SPEAKER SERIES COMES FROM THE FOLLOWING:
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT, HUMANITIES CENTER,
THE CLAIRE M. LINTILHAC SPEAKER SERIES IN ASIAN STUDIES, GLOBAL STUDIES, SOCIOLOGY, POLITICAL SCIENCE, HISTORY, AND RELIGION
FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT DR. THOMAS BORCHERT @ THOMAS.BORCHERT@UVM.EDU